The elements: fire
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It came unannounced, softly but irremediably. We felt the call from
within. We needed to make this stop. It was time for us to connect to
the core, to the elements. The first one showing itself was fire.
We smile as we should have seen it coming, after all the Sun is a
giant ball of fire, bringing us fire… But Fire is far more. We close our
eyes and welcome it into our journey.
And it sure is. Passion, action, motivation, Fire is burning high within
us. Fire leads us out of our comfort zone, it gives life to our curiosity,
to this need to explore we feel at times. We find courage to step up,
to fight thanks to this element.

You need to ignite your inner flame.

Fire is the wild one, this fiery will to go further, deeper, higher,
stronger. It brings us this passion for life, this warmth that brings us
back to life after we have burst into ashes. Untamed, it can be
devastating, blind to consequences. But once accepted as part of
our being, Fire will be the last one to stand by our side, this last spark
of will when everything seems to go against us. We can then turn to
our inner flame, and ignite our inner warrior to overcome what
blocks us.

Let Fire bring you the energy and will to go where you are meant to
go. Let it drive you and protect you.

Fire is enthusiasm, is joy, is protection too. We just need to learn to
know it, to explore it, and to accept it. Fire is the life in its wildest
form, and if we embrace its wisdom, we will be able to accomplish a
lot more than we expect.

Let Fire fill you with Life, warmth, light.

The energy of Fire can take us to unknown territories, with the
assurance that we will find what we need there.

Don’t let it take over, though, but use it as a source of energy and
inspiration.

As we sit by the bonfire, we close our eyes, to welcome it. The
journey only begins.

It’s time for you to let your passion, curiosity come into reality, to
act upon them.

You need to let Fire warm you and bring you this enthusiasm and
joy you need to pursue your journey.

Let it show you what you are able to accomplish, when you are
guided by your passions.

